Name of faculty: Kautz Gyula Faculty of Economics
Type and name of qualification: Supply Chain Manager (MSc)
Duration of studies: 4 semesters - full time programme
Intake: September

Programme introduction:

The central feature of the SCM Programme is its integrated approach to logistics, business management and supply chain. Through the combination of theoretical and practical knowledge, students will be able to design, plan, control and improve logistics and supply chain processes, also in an international context. Practical courses and project work are based on strong collaboration with industrial partners. With the solid academic basis provided, students will be able to access further studies on our English language doctoral programmes.

Structure of studies

The programme consists of 4 semesters: between September and December and between February and May. The total number of credits needed to complete the programme is 120 credits (105 credits by compulsory and elective courses, 15 credits by thesis courses). 1 credit equals one ECTS credit, and 1 credit is defined as 25 student working hours.

Language requirements

English as a primary language of instruction: automatic acceptance. Otherwise, one of the following indications of English-language proficiency: (a) TOEFL IBT test score of 66, or PBT score 513, (b) Cambridge First Certificate "B", (c) IELTS score of 5.5 (d) any official certificate equal to the above mentioned

Academic requirements

An authorized copy of a completed BSc degree from any higher education institute, relevant to the field and fulfilling the entrance requirements

Tuition fee

3,000 EUR/semester

Application fee

100 EUR/ application